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The ELD and fleet  
management opportunity
The road transport sector represents a significant opportunity. There are over 500,000 trucking 
companies in the U.S. and the trucking industry is worth approximately $700bn annually1.

The Electronic Logging Device (ELD) mandate, which enforces hours of service regulations 
for commercial driving organizations, became law in 2016. Use of ELDs became mandatory 
in December 2017, except for those businesses that were previously equipped with an 
automatic onboard recording device. These units must be upgraded or replaced to meet full 
ELD status by December 16, 2019.

It’s estimated that approximately 800,000 commercial trucks have so far failed to comply 
with the ELD. Fines for ELD violations range from $1,000 to $10,000 although the highest 
recorded fine is $13,6802. Moreover, violations can also result in drivers being taken  
‘out-of-service’ for enforced periods which impacts a company’s CSA safety scores  
and affects the ability to get good-paying loads. 

Alongside the need to comply with the ELD, competitive and cost pressures are also forcing 
transport firms to increase focus on areas such as driver retention, operational efficiency 
and safety, in order to protect their business and their margins. 

Having a smart, connected device fitted within a truck opens up many additional 
opportunities for transport firms, over and above basic ELD compliance. As a result many 
businesses that have only implemented basic ELD functionality so far are now looking at 
upgrading these solutions as a way to improve driver satisfaction and improve profitability.

This is creating a significant opportunity for Samsung partners to sell mobile-enabled 
solutions into the transport sector.

ELD mandate will 
affect over 3 million 
truck drivers all over 
the U.S.3

The American Trucking 
Association projects  
a shortfall of 175,000  
drivers by 20246

72% of ELD users have 
already recognized 
benefits – including 43% 
reporting savings on fuel5

The FMCSA has estimated 
some 500,000 U.S. trucking 
firms will have to comply 
with the mandate4

4.  Truckers Grapple With Switch to Electronic 
Logs. Clarissa Hawes. Trucks International. 
November 29, 2016

5.  A Third of Fleets Still Use Paper Logs, Despite 
ELD Mandate. Emma Cosgrove. Supply Chain 
Dive. August 31, 2018

6.  Truck Driver Shortage Analysis. Bob 
Costello and Rod Suarez. American Trucking 
Association. October 2015

1.  American Trucking Association. 
September 2018

2.  https://keeptruckin.com/blog/eld-
violations-cost/

3.  Trucking Groups Weigh in on ELD 
Mandate, Major Groups Split on Group’s 
Efficacy. Matt Cole. Commercial Carrier 
Journal. December  14, 2015

3M 500K

72% 175K
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Campaign overview

Campaign theme

The campaign will be centered around the theme ‘Beyond ELD compliance: 
increasing fleet profitability through mobile-enabled transformation’.

Campaign aim

The aim is to stimulate demand for Samsung-based fleet ELD and fleet management 
solutions sold through Samsung’s channel partners. 

Campaign strategy

The strategy is to: 

•  Emphazise the transformational potential of deploying new mobile solutions within 
a transport business, over and above meeting immediate ELD compliance needs.

•  Target both business influencers and ITDMs with relevant content that shows how 
modern mobile solutions can address their specific functional objectives.

•  Utilize a mix of inbound and outbound tactics to both target prospects already 
in a buying journey and stimulate interest from prospects not yet considering  
a new purchase.

Build engagement

Build engagement by providing content which helps them 
understand and evaluate the potential benefits of mobile 
solutions to their business, and helps them identify what  

to look for when selecting a new mobile solution

Convert

Generate sales by showing how the combination of Samsung’s 
technology plus partner offerings provides a comprehensive 
solution to support their current and future business needs 

Create interest

Create interest by highlighting the broad range of business and 
IT pain points that mobile-enabled transformation can help to 

address, over and above meeting immediate compliance needs

Campaign flow

GAS

Samsung ELD Transport CiaB  Outbound calling guide content

Target audience and pain points 
The target audience includes both IT decision-makers and fleet decision-makers. Their specific pain points will differ.

4
Introduction 

This guide is intended to support partner sales and 
telemarketing people making outbound calls to target 
prospects as part of the Samsung ‘Beyond ELD’ campaign.

We understand that different sales teams will have different 
approaches to outbound calling so rather than provide 
a prescribed call structure we’ve provided content that 
individual partners can adapt to reflect their own approach.

The opportunity

• The electronic logging device (ELD) mandate, which 
enforces hours of service regulations for commercial 
driving organisations, became law in 2016.

• Use of ELDs became mandatory from December 2017, 
apart from for those vehicles that were previously 
equipped with an automatic onboard recording device 
(AOBRD). These AOBRD units must be upgraded or 
replaced to meet full ELD status by December 16, 2019. 

• It’s estimated that approximately 800,000 commercial 
trucks have so far failed to comply with the ELD, leaving 
them open to fines and vehicles being taken off the road.

• Having a smart, connected device fitted within a truck 
opens up many additional opportunities for transport 
firms, over and above basic ELD compliance. As a result, 
many businesses that have only implemented basic ELD 
functionality so far are now looking at upgrading these 
solutions as a way to improve driver satisfaction and 
improve profitability.

Target customers

The campaign is targeting large and small fleet transport 
businesses. Good prospects will be those that meet one or 
more of the following criteria:

• Currently not ELD compliant or using an AOBRD that will 
become non-compliant from December 16, 2019.

• Using a basic ELD device but not taking advantage 
 of broader fleet modernization opportunities.

• Open to exploring how they can take greater advantage 
of mobile technology to improve productivity and 
efficiency and increase driver retention.

1 

2 

3 

Audience type 

IT decision-makers

Pain points 

• Compliance with ELD and other Department 
of Transport regulations.

• Data security – how to ensure sensitive company, 
customer and employee data is protected. 

• Device management – how to easily deploy, 
manage and update devices and applications 
remotely. 

• Device and data costs – how to control the costs 
of both equipment and mobile data usage. 

• Digital transformation – how to deliver the IT 
improvements needed to maintain competitiveness.  
 

• Compliance with ELD and other Department  
of Transport regulations.

• Driver retention – how to improve driver 
satisfaction to make it easier to attract and retain 
in-demand drivers. 

• Safety – how to ensure that drivers are operating 
to safe standards.

• Delivery speed – how to ensure that customer 
expectations can be met.

• Operational efficiency – how to reduce costs by 
enhancing route optimization and load matching.

• Downtime – how to reduce downtime by improving 
repair and maintenance efficiency and having 
better visibility of driver hours of service.

ELD_CiaB_0419_6.0

Fleet decision-makers 

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 
Engage the channel (predominately wireless service providers) by:

  Convincing them of the value of marketing Samsung’s mobile solutions for business

  Equipping them with the assets they need to go to market in a new way

  Instigating a scalable approach to the channel that can work across multiple partners

THE CLIENT

Samsung Electronics America – Enterprise Mobility provides business phones, tablets and 
wearable tech to the entire SMB and enterprise market. By combining hardware, software 
and partner applications, our client now also offers end-to-end business solutions that 
underpin business-critical operations from drug trials to public safety.

CAMPAIGN SUMMARY

Samsung wanted to capitalise on the growth of mobile device-based business solutions 
and increase market share. They developed a range of game-changing business solutions, 
comprising of hardware, software and partner applications, and highlighted them through 
sector-specific content published on Samsung Insights. But how could they actively reach 
out to their business audiences when they are totally reliant on a channel that specialises  
in selling devices and minutes, not solutions?

To achieve our objectives, we created a series of solution-specific Campaigns in a Box  
(CiaB) for service providers to implement, comprising of:

     Marketing tools and practical guidance for running insight-led campaigns focused 
on business issues

     Sales enablement assets for opening conversations and closing sales

http://www.onegtm.com
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For logistics companies, complying with the electronic 
logging device (ELD) mandate is an obligation that leads to 
invaluable opportunities. By connecting the cab to the back 
office and to customers, fleets can enhance their 
performance and gain a substantial competitive advantage.

The ELD mandate has changed the face of in-cab 
technology and led many fleet operators to equip vehicles 
with powerful, versatile mobile devices. These ruggedized 
smartphones and tablets are connecting drivers, managers, 
customers and on-board systems with end-to-end 
applications that improve communications, reduce data 
entry and add efficiency to all kinds of business processes.

Mobile devices make it easy to meet the Federal Motor 
Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) regulations to record 
hours of service (HOS) duty status electronically. The 
mandate went into effect December 18, 2017, but the FMCSA 
delayed out-of-service orders for non-compliance until 
April 2018. There are exemptions to the rules that give 
fleets with older automatic onboard recording devices 
(AOBRDs) an extra two years to update to ELDs.

The FMCSA is quick to point out that the hours of service 
regulations have not changed; only the method of 
recording, storing and retrieving the information has been 
updated for the digital age. 

The FMCSA has estimated some 500,000 U.S. trucking 
firms will have to comply with the mandate,1 affecting 
more than 3 million truck drivers in the U.S.2 It appears 
most fleets have achieved compliance, because the 
Administration reported in May 2018 that less than one 
percent of driver inspections resulted in a citation for 
operating without an ELD or a grandfathered AOBRD.3 
However, a recent industry survey shows that one-third of 
U.S. truck drivers are still using paper logs to track hours 
of service, despite the ELD mandate. 

Organizations and drivers who have switched over to 
electronic logging have realized some real gains, though. 
Overall, 72 percent of ELD users said they are already 
recognizing some benefits of the systems, including 26 
percent who reported fewer accidents and 43 percent who 
reported some savings on fuel.4

If Your Fleet Has Adopted ELDs
If your fleet has already outfitted all vehicles with ELDs, 
congratulations. Now you have the capability to look beyond 
the mandate and add more functionality for your drivers and 
dispatchers. In addition to recording duty status, most ELD 
options include navigation and mapping, Driver Vehicle 
Inspection Reports (DVIR), International Fuel Tax Agreement 
(IFTA) administration and driver and vehicle performance 
monitoring. Add-on capabilities include electronic proof of 
delivery and other applications where data capture from 
typing or a stylus is desired. Fleets can leverage these 
capabilities to operate more efficiently while improving 
customer service.

If Your Fleet Is Using 
Grandfathered AOBRDs
Trucks that have an automatic onboard recording device 
(AOBRD) are grandfathered in until December 16, 2019. 
AOBRDs are designed to record engine use, miles driven, dates 
and times, but they typically are not software-driven, 
multifunctional mobile devices.5

The FMCSA grandfather clause is intended to give AOBRD 
users extra time to make the device compliant with the ELD 
mandate or to replace it altogether. Depending on the age and 
technology of an AOBRD, it may be upgraded to meet the ELD 
standards, but fleet managers should be aware that limited 
device capabilities may hinder them competitively. If the 
AOBRD cannot be upgraded, switching to ELD will make it 
easier to address future regulations or required upgrades, 
since companies will be using more flexible devices.

In recognition of the financial investment required, the FMCSA 
regulations permit smartphones and tablets that are certified 
by their manufacturer as meeting the requirements to be used 
as ELDs.

These include basic options for operators that desire to do the 
bare minimum for compliance. By using certified, widely 
available mobile devices, fleets can offer drivers an easy-to-use 
platform that supports a wide range of functionality and will 
support ongoing technological developments.

Leveraging the power of mobile devices gives fleet managers 
the tools to tackle complex operations with variables in many 
areas, such as management, point of delivery and 

Beyond the ELD Mandate 
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OUR APPROACH 

For their prospective business audiences spanning a wide range of verticals with  
sector-specific challenges, Samsung was seen as a handset provider. We had to:

     Grab attention

     Convince businesses that Samsung understands their challenges better than  
the competitors

     Ensure they understand how Samsung’s game-changing solutions overcome  
their pain points

For Samsung’s service provider channel (through which they sell exclusively), 
Samsung is simply a mobile device provider. We had to:

     Get their buy-in to selling solutions (rather than just devices and minutes) by  
educating them about Samsung’s mobile business solutions and convincing them 
of the market opportunity

We also had to get their buy-in to our Campaign in a Box approach by:

     Equipping them with everything they need to take prospects on the buyer  
journey from creating interest and building engagement through to conversion

     Equipping their marketing teams with everything they need to implement  
our multichannel campaigns

 Equipping their sales teams with everything they need to sell the solutions

THE PROJECT

We communicated to large service providers through joint planning workshops, where  
we presented the concept and planned out their business requirements for each CiaB.

We then developed a campaign flow blueprint for our umbrella activity, pulling together a 
framework for our multichannel CiaBs that progressed from driving digital leads through  
to lead nurturing and sales-follow up. We then applied this to each CiaB, turning up relevant 
tactics and volume on whichever media would deliver the best returns.  

For each of our target solution areas, we created a Campaign in a Box (CiaB) addressing that 
sector’s pain points. With each CiaB having its own sector-specific content, comprising of:

     Campaign flow and messaging

     An integrated campaign approach 

     Key business issue-led content assets, taking prospects on the buyer journey,  
from creating interest through to building engagement and conversion

     Communications assets, enabling partners to implement a multichannel, integrated 
campaign which included SEO, social, outbound emails, lead nurturing and  
outbound sales

     Enablement assets, equipping marketing teams to implement the campaign and  
sales teams to sell

     A sample campaign plan

http://www.onegtm.com
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Get in touch to find out how OneGTM can help your business:

 020 3693 1211     info@onegtm.com     onegtm.com

Seamlessly Digitize Fleet Management, 
Maintenance and Delivery
Mobile devices transform paper 
operations into fast, accurate 
digital processes that provide 
better real-time data.

Click
Here!

Read more about how mobility improves fleet operations.

Learn More About Partner X
Solutions That Drive Fleet Efficiency

THE RESULTS

For Samsung, our approach delivered: 

     Increased reach

 -     To end-user business customers by leveraging the joint offering with 
wireless service providers, or wireless carriers

     Budget stretch

 -     By deploying existing insight collateral through multiple service providers

     Stronger partner relationships

 -     By opening up new markets for service providers and equipping them 
to capitalise without any heavy lifting

“With no established or scalable way  

of driving interest through the channel 

or educating their sales teams, working 

with OneGTM enabled us to package all 

our knowledge and marketing expertise 

into easily implementable campaigns 

and sales enablement tools. Our 

partners love it (we do all the heavy 

lifting!) and our reach and marketing 

dollar have been massively extended.”

Jason Redmond 
Director Enterprise Demand Generation, 
Samsung Electronics (North America)

WHAT THE 
CLIENT SAID
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